
Spec sheet

Operating Principle: VLEX technology, 7.5kHz – medium frequency

Configuration: DD

Waterproof: Fully

Size: 15" diameter (375mm), Robust but Lightweight

Features: 6 pin plug

Compatibility: All Minelab X-Terra Models

Warranty: 1 year 

Price: £210

Coiltek Coil

Search Ed’ 

FIELD TEST

When I heard Coiltek were going to release an after market
coil for the X-Terra range, I crossed my fingers it would
be a monster. I wasn’t disappointed! The new coil is 4”
larger than the previous largest available, filling an empty
niche in the X-terra coil range.

Out of the box I instantly recognised the new coil as 
a WOT coil (Wonderful Orange Thing!), with the same
specifications I’d previously used first with Sovereign and
later with the Explorer range. Like all the previous WOT
coils, this one is totally waterproof and is happy to be
dunked in deep water. It is solidly built and will take 
years of (ab)use in the harshest of environments. 

VFLEX
Coiltek are the first company to be licensed to use this
technology to produce an aftermarket coil for the X-Terra
detectors and the introduction has been a collaborative
effort with Minelab. VFLEX technology is the transfer 
of digital information between a chip located in the coil,
and the control box. This technology is the same used in
modern mobile devices like phones, which tend to be
immune to all but the most extreme external interference.
The second feature of VFLEX is to change the overall
operating frequency of the detector. This is done by
changing the coil. There are three different frequency
coils available (3, 7.5 and 18.75kHz) in four factory 
sizes up to 10.5”. 

The new larger WOT coil measures in at just over 14.5”,
and works in the middle 7.5kHz range. This frequency will
give good all-round performance in depth and sensitivity.

Test bed
It has been a few years since I tested the X-Terra range of
detectors (Searcher June 2009), and before testing the new
coil I ran the standard 10” 7.5kHz coil over my new test
bed. It performed reasonably well, giving audio responses
to all but the deepest targets. Some of the responses to
targets over 8” deep gave mixed tone (broken) responses
with a minus meter reading. These could easily be sussed,
as when the coil is swung back and forth, occasionally the
number will jump into positive. Generally these iffy audio
responses sound different to deep iron, so with experience
I guess you would ignore the meter ID, and trust the
audio responses.

It was time to fit the new coil and see if there was any
improvement. There was! The targets were audibly
stronger, giving better positive target ID’s on the meter.
The deeper targets missed by the standard coil could 
now be heard, although some were broken giving 
negative meter readings. Again these could be sussed 
with experience.

The next thing I wanted to test were the depth differences,
on selected objects, between the standard and WOT coil.
The test objects I decided on were a cut quarter short cross
penny, a modern 5p, a short-cross hammered penny, a 2p
copper coin and an average sized crotal bell. 

I buried each of these objects at increasing depths,
testing each coil in turn. I then recorded the deepest
depths of what I considered as ‘diggable’ audio responses. 
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Note: The soil I buried the objects in had a reasonable level
of mineralisation, which for my area would be considered
average. Benign soils would give better depths, whereas
high mineralisation would reduce depths further. 

I found the Coiltek coil had greater depth on most
targets. The only target to lose depth was the hammered
cut quarter penny (as I expected).

Standard Coiltek
Object 10.5” coil 14.5 coil
Cut quarter penny 4” 3”
5p coin (new) 9” 10”
Hammered penny 9” 11”
2p coin (copper) 12” 13”
Crotal bell 14” 16”



Coiltek Coil
(Scores out of ten based on price category)

Ergonomics 8
(weight/balance)

Simplicity/user friendliness 9

Build quality 10

Weather resistance 10

Discrimination Performance  9

Overall detection Performance  9

Value for money £210 8

SEARCHER 
RATING

Field test
The first site I visited was on a large modern farm, where in recent
years most of its farm building had been converted into industrial
units. The next phase of this farming diversification was to build 
a large trout lake, and it was while stripping the topsoil I got my
invitation. Arriving at the site conditions could’ve been better – 
the soil had been stripped to 15” down to a yellow clay subsoil. 

I setup the 705 in all-metal, found a quiet noise channel and
started working along the lower edge of the digging, close to a
stream. I dug a few pieces of lead, and then received a large blast 
of a signal. As I started digging I thought it was probably a horse-
shoe or something circular and iron, but at a depth of around 8” 
I unearthed a large undamaged crotal-bell.  

I continued searching the area, and got another almost identical
signal. Digging down to a similar depth I uncovered a second large
bell, but this time it was broken in half. I continued to work the
three-acre site finding the normal post medieval finds you would
expect (inc buttons, buckles and Georgian coins). 

It was when I reached the furthest area of the field that I found
my first Roman unit, and I was soon digging various coins and
brooches all in poor condition. It was while in this hot area I
received a sharp repeatable signal from something shallow, which
sounded more rounded than the many shallow pieces of small lead 
I had dug. Scraping away an inch or so revealed a familiar pie 
wedge shaped object, and sure enough of closer examination it
proved to be a cut quarter short cross penny (in poor condition). 

The WOT coil was a dream to use on this site, giving excellent
audio responses to all the targets encountered. I detected for just
over six hours, and felt no fatigue from using this large coil. I was
very impressed by the depth of large items, and one of the targets

was a massive lump of lead weighing in at over two kilos. This was
dug at over 18”, and initially gave me a signal that just couldn’t have
been missed.

The second detecting session of note was a pasture site that had
previously produced some deep milled coinage. The last visit had
been abandoned due to the dry weather, and incredibly hard digging
conditions, so I returned in December when the softer soil condition
was more favourable. 

The reason I had chosen this site originally was because a large
ring ditch had become visible in an earlier drought and for the
second time I arrived at the site with high expectations. 

I started working the far end of the field, the area of the crop
mark. The first few targets dug were lead blobs about the same
weight as the larger musket balls we find. Then I received a faint
audio response with an ID reading of 24. Digging down just over 
a 12” I uncovered a bashed-up half crown. I was impressed how
good this coin had sounded before digging. I continued searching
the field for a further three hours, finding mainly large deep targets
that couldn’t have been dug in the earlier dry conditions. The best
target of the session was a fragment of a silver ring, probably
Georgian, that was dug at around 8”.

Conclusion
This new coil will be a welcome accessory for anyone using any of
the Minelab X-Terra range of detectors. It gives extra depth on all
but the smallest targets, and increased ground coverage on every
sweep. This field test was done using the 705, but the improvement
to performance should be just as marked on the 305 and 505 (as it
will be on the earlier models; X-Terra 30, 50 and 70). This Coiltek
coil is well built and as it’s completely waterproof it will be ideal 
for beach detecting.

There’s only one negative I can think of, and that’s the price. 
I am told this is due to the high Australian dollar, as these coils are
manufactured in Australia. However, the performance is impressive
and I can see this coil will be a popular addition for X-Terra owners
wanting to unlock their machines depth potential.
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